Writing transpacific histories
The transpacific, which I define here simply as the networks and exchanges that linked people and places across the Pacific, encompasses material and physical circulations as well as imaginative geographies. It holds many meanings and has been deployed in different ways in different contexts and periods. Speaking generally, transpacific histories plot the growing engagement and consolidation of imperial power in the region, beginning with the Spanish galleon trade in the sixteenth century. These projects did not newly 'mobilise' the Pacific, given the deep and enduring indigenous histories of movement and connections. As narrowed corridors of passage, such networks obscured or circumvented Islander zones of connectivity.
However, while the risk of mistaking their visibility for reach and impact cannot be ignored, echoes continued to resonate in late-twentieth-century framings of the 'Pacific Rim' and the 'Asia Pacific', terms that, according to some historians, described America's geopolitical and strategic alignments with the most powerful Asian states, the flow of transnational capital between them, and ideologies of capitalist development heavily complicit with past conflicts and ongoing militarisation. 14 In such renderings, the transpacific serves to undergird and reinforce 'big power' political and economic agendas, but especially the regional hegemony of the United States.
Proponents of 'a more progressive transpacific optic' challenge such asymmetrical and imperialist mappings and, in encompassing Asia and the Americas, seek to 'restore the Pacific as a shared space of diverse traffics', including of people, labour, cultures and ideas. 15 This creates conceptual space for themes of resistance and counter-hegemonic alignments.
Janet Hoskins and Viet Thanh Nguyen highlight 'alternate narratives' generated out of 'oppositional localism', referring to alliances between subjugated and marginalised peoples. 16 Editors of the recent 'Conversations on Transpacific History' in the Pacific Historical Review, similarly propose 'a more inclusive, complex and multifaceted analysis' than exhibited in studies grounded in international relations and economic development. They highlight 'a new kind of multidirectional, multilayered, and multisited transpacific history', and a socially and culturally informed 'people's history of the transpacific'. 20 Just as world and global histories frequently bypass the Pacific, perceiving it as a barrier to exchange or not yielding the sort of dense, integrative flows more characteristic of the Indian and Atlantic oceans, so too are some transpacific connections and relationships afforded more visibility than others on the basis of traffic density and volume. 21 In this article I foreground the linkages -empirically 'thin' in traffic in people and goods when compared to the North Pacific, but ideologically and culturally 'thick' -between Sydney, Panama, and San
Francisco. My aim is not to diminish Asia in transpacific history, nor reinscribe the 'pulling power' of America, but instead to trace Australia's imagined broader locations in the Pacific, including in its imperial and racial contexts.
Even as transpacific studies increasingly emphasise oceanic traffic, mobility and circulation, they remain anchored at the rim and the 'endpoints' of intercultural engagement and power. I aim to recentre transoceanic networks within the transpacific frame. If 'connectedness runs through Pacific histories', as Matt Matsuda recently stresses, how were connections envisaged and then made to work, how were they mobilised, and how did they change over time? 22 By attending to such questions, I argue, we are better able to conceive of the fluid, shifting boundaries and cultural imaginaries of the Pacific World, to thereby revisit the Pacific as a site of contestation about Australia's location and destinies, and Australia as a site of Pacific connectedness.
Beyond the Asian Empire? Sydney to Panama
The vital role of shipping for holding the British empire together is well known. between them, the Alta California celebrated. 33 Route schemes from Sydney now centred on San Francisco as a west coast terminus, displacing Panama's former centrality. Panama had the reputation of an unhealthy and uncomfortable port. Ships' mail agents and passengers decried the town's 'depravity'. 34 San
Francisco was 'the very opposite', and an overland journey across the United States a 'pleasure trip' when compared to coaling at St Thomas (in the Danish West Indies). 35 Warming to the theme, Sydney's Empire cast Panama as being 'in the hands of one of those miserable Spanish American republics … doomed to … a revolution about once a year'. Its 'fiscal and commercial affairs' were also of the 'most oppressive and obstructive character', and at odds with the political and cultural affinities of the Anglo world. 36 Shared imaginaries and histories of exchange also invested this network as more fitting and appropriate: as the Illustrated Sydney News related, California afforded Americans 'their first opportunity of showing their capacity as colonists', and like eastern Australia, it was a frontier settlement remade by gold. 37 A shared colonial mentality found expression in aesthetic preferences, architecture, and other cultural forms. 38 The landscape and climate were not dissimilar. A common acclimatisation movement to stimulate agricultural productivity in the immediate post-gold years also led to a well-documented exchange in 'ideas, plants, insects, personnel, technology, and dreams'. 39 Beyond the colonial frontier there was a longer history of traffic between the two continents. People had found their way across the ocean from the late eighteenth century through maritime trades, notably whaling, or along an emerging 'Pacific circuit' of American travelling entertainers. 40 New South Wales appeared to have the most to gain from a transpacific route, yet from some outlooks Melbourne was its more obvious Australian terminus: 'Melbourne stands at one extremity of a broken circle and San Francisco at the other. Their union will make a perfect circle'. 48 The gold rush made for a shared history and gave California and Victoria their twin reputations as exploding 'Anglo-Wests'. 49 For the Australasian, Victoria had a 'very near and distinct interest' in the completion of the Pacific Railway because it afforded greater intimacy with 'our natural friends and allies'. Given that 'the circumstances and the wants of the two countries' were so alike, a Pacific route would also enable Victoria to profit from developments in America. 50 Ultimately, as in Queensland, Victorian leaders found better mail connections via other routes (Torres Strait and Suez respectively), with the assembly rejecting a provisional contract by thirty-five votes to fifteen. 57 The colonial press in South Australia and Tasmania also felt the Pacific connection would 'injuriously affect' them in offering a slower mail service than via Suez. 58 There was concern also about American influence, the Governor of Victoria observing to the Secretary of State for the Colonies that Webb had championed investments in the route to the US Senate on the grounds of its naval and commercial advantages for that country. 59 As against such defensive concerns, the 'large and federal view' that Parkes urged underlined how, beyond individual colonial priorities, some felt that a direct San Francisco connection held the potential to change Australia's position in the world. This did not necessarily entail risking the Suez connection. On the contrary, the Suez and Pacific routes would together 'form a grand highway round the world', in which Australia would be a 'midway resting place' welcoming a 'constant stream of visitors belonging to the intellectual and educated classes' from both the Old and New World. 60 A Pacific option would also offer Australia leverage to deepen imperial ties, notably by inducing the P&O 'to put out exertions' in its Suez operations, 'which they would not do if they were not disturbed by competition'.
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In this perspective, with steamer routes stretching in both directions, Australia would hold the empire and the oceans in balance. The Pacific route's prospects relied on trade. Trade between Australia and California expanded fivefold between 1871 and 1890, but this growth was slower than hoped and marked by considerable fluctuation. 68 Besides sailing ships remained important for many categories of cargo, and sail greatly outnumbered steamship tonnage plying between Australia and the US in this period. There was always high colonial demand for 'notions', small lightweight items for household use supplied by the centres of manufacture in the east.
California traded without competition in produce, notably salmon, fruit, hops and nuts. 69 Overall the US exported to Australia over 150 items, while the latter's exports to the US mainly consisted of coal, opium, tin, and hides. 70 Australian wool exporters eyed the US, which was closer than Europe, as a significant market, but faced high tariff barriers. NSW as a mail service, yet the colony was 'still anxious for its maintenance', as Parkes stressed to the New Zealand Premier in 1887, but hoped for significant improvements in speed. 79 Without contract commitments of at least five years, companies could not embark on shipbuilding programs to achieve this. The contract burden fell largely to New Zealand, and in 1890 NSW ceased subsidising the route, basing its contribution as the other colonies did, on the weight of mail carried. 80 The Pacific steam route was perhaps of most import for facilitating first-hand contact between colonists, a 'living means of communication' as that which 'neither letters, nor papers, nor books could supply'. 81 Even in light of poor mail and trade returns by 1885, the Sydney Morning Herald believed that the American connection 'has been a boon to all the colonies' and 'a convenience to a large section of the travelling public'. 82 The colonial press published a growing number of transpacific travel narratives. Imaginaries of Pacific exchange
were not narrowed to the Sydney and San Francisco connection. For instance, Brisbane 90 Lying, as it were, at the crossroads of oceans, Australia's many sidedrelations and their mutual interactions are liable to be overlooked when oceans are viewed only in fragments rather than also expanses within and across which colonies and nations might relate. To foreground the latter is not necessarily to neglect Australia's Asian, island, or local Pacific contexts, or privilege high politics and commerce at the expense of local relationships and connections. It is, rather, to complicate and enrich the latter with perspectives deriving from broader spatial, cultural and political frames. 
